Abstract. A finite element method to approximate the vibration modes of a structure enclosing an acoustic fluid is analyzed. The fluid is described by using simultaneously pressure and displacement potential variables, whereas displacement variables are used for the solid. A mathematical analysis of the continuous spectral problem is given.
Introduction
In this paper we analyze a finite element method for the numerical solution of a spectral problem arising in fluid-solid interactions. It concerns the numerical computation of internal elastoacoustic vibrations, i.e., harmonic vibrations of a coupled system consisting of an elastic solid enclosing an acoustic (compressible, inviscid and barotropic) fluid.
A first possibility to solve this problem is to consider a formulation in terms of displacements in the solid and pressure in the fluid (see [17] ). However, such an approach leads to nonsymmetric eigenvalue problems, which is an inconvenient from the numerical point of view.
An alternative procedure has been recently introduced in [5] (see also [2, 3, 4] ). It is based on using displacement variables also for the fluid, discretized by lowest degree Raviart-Thomas finite elements on a triangular (or tetrahedral) mesh. Interface coupling between this discretization and classical piecewise linear finite elements for the solid displacements is achieved in a nonconforming way. Error estimates have been obtained and it has been proved that no spurious modes arise as is typical in other discretizations of this formulation (see [10] ).
Another approach, also leading to symmetrical spectral problems, has been introduced in [13] . It consists of using simultaneously the pressure and the potential of displacements to describe the fluid motion. In the present paper we analyze a finite 538 ALFREDO BERMÚDEZ AND RODOLFO RODRÍGUEZ element method for the numerical solution of this pressure/potential formulation: standard continuous piecewise linear finite elements are used for the solid displacements and the potential variables, combined with piecewise constant elements for the pressure. We show that this discretization leads to a sparse symmetric eigenvalue problem involving only scalar variables for the fluid. This analysis is valid for both two-and three-dimensional problems.
Numerical results of the application of this method to some test examples have been reported in [12, 13] . In the first of these references it is also shown that the pressure variables can be further eliminated, to reduce the number of degrees of freedom, in an inner step of a "shift and invert" eigensolver without destroying the sparseness of the involved matrices.
We start by giving a weak formulation of the spectral problem which allows us to characterize its solutions and to state their regularity properties. Then we introduce the discretization and prove error estimates both for eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. Finally, an alternative formulation of the discrete spectral problem, more convenient from the computational point of view, is proved to be equivalent to the one theoretically analyzed.
The model problem
We consider the problem of determining the vibration modes of a linear elastic structure containing a compressible, inviscid and barotropic fluid. Our model problem consists of a vessel completely filled with fluid, as shown in Figure 1 . In spite of the fact that this figure is two-dimensional, all the subsequent analysis is valid for 3D as well as for 2D problems. However, for the sake of definiteness, we will use 3D terminology if necessary. 
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Let Ω F and Ω S be the polyhedral domains in R n (n = 2 or 3) occupied by the fluid and the solid, respectively; they are not supposed to be either convex or simply connected. Let us denote by Γ I the interface between solid and fluid and by ν its unit normal vector pointing outwards from Ω F . The external solid boundary is assumed to be the union of two polyhedral surfaces: Γ D and Γ N ; the structure is supposed to be free along Γ N and fixed along Γ D (for simplicity, meas (Γ D ) > 0 is also assumed). Finally, n denotes the unit outward normal vector along Γ N .
Throughout this paper we will use standard notation for Sobolev spaces and norms. Furthermore, we will denote by C a generic constant not necessarily the same at each occurrence.
The physical magnitudes of the fluid will be denoted by 
• σ(v): the stress tensor, which we assume to be related to the strains by Hooke's law:
We are interested in the small amplitude motions departing from the rest. The classical linearization procedure yields the following eigenvalue problem for the free vibration modes of the coupled system and their corresponding frequencies ω (see, for instance, [14] ):
Let us introduce a new variable, φ := 
Let X denote the product space defined by
where
We endow X with the usual product norm
To give a weak formulation of the spectral problem above, we first multiply (2.10) by a test function
n and then integrate in Ω S . By using a Green's formula and taking into account (2.13) and (2.12) we obtain
Next, we multiply (2.9) by 1/ρ F c 2 times a test function q ∈ L 2 (Ω F ), integrate in Ω F and add the resulting equation to (2.15). We get
Similarly, by multiplying (2.8) by a test function ψ ∈ H 1 (Ω F ), integrating in Ω F and using a Green's formula and (2.11), we obtain
Notice that this equation makes sense only if the following compatibility constraint holds:
In that case, the potential φ is uniquely determined up to an additive constant by equation (2.17) . Furthermore, if the test functions in (2.16) 
n and q ∈ L 2 (Ω F ), are chosen so as to satisfy also this constraint, (2.16) will be valid independently of this additive constant.
Let us denote by V the closed subspace of X given by V := (w, q) ∈ X :
and let W := H 1 (Ω F )/R, endowed with the standard quotient space norm. Thus, (2.16) and (2.17) show that any solution of the original spectral problem (2.1)-(2.7) also satisfies the following weak formulation:
with φ ∈ W such that
In the following section we will prove further regularity of the eigenfunctions of this spectral problem. As a by-product, we will show that all the solutions of (2.18)-(2.19) also solve (2.1)-(2.7) with u = ∇φ.
For theoretical purposes it will be useful to consider also the variational spectral problem obtained by eliminating φ in (2.18)-(2.19). Let us denote by M the bounded linear operator
with φ being the unique solution in W of the compatible Neumann problem
Therefore problem (2.18)-(2.19) is equivalent to the following one:
Find ω ≥ 0 and 0 = (v, p) ∈ V such that:
Characterization of the spectrum and a priori estimates
Let us now consider the following continuous bilinear forms from V × V −→ R:
The first one is symmetric and, by Korn's inequality, elliptic on X , and hence on V. Regarding the second one we have the following result: 
and this vanishes only if v ≡ 0 and ∇φ ≡ 0. In this case, by the definition of M,
, and hence p ≡ 0.
The previous lemma shows that b(·, ·) is an inner product on V. Hence it defines a norm on this space that we denote |·|. Furthermore, because of (3.1), the following characterization holds:
In order to analyze our spectral problem we introduce the following bounded linear operator:
with (v, p) ∈ V being the solution of the elliptic problem
Notice that the ellipticity of a and the continuity of
It is simple to show that T is self-adjoint and positive definite with respect to a and b. Hence all of its eigenvalues are real and positive. On the other hand, λ, (v, p) is an eigenpair of T if and only if ω = 1 √ λ and (v, p) are solutions of (2.21). Therefore, the knowledge of the spectrum of T gives complete information about the solutions of our original problem.
We have the following a priori estimates for T(V):
If φ is chosen as the particular solution of (3.6) satisfying
then (3.5) is also true for (w, q) = (0, 1), and hence for all (w, q) ∈ X = V ⊕ {(0, 1)} .
In particular, for any q ∈ L 2 (Ω F ), we may apply (3.5) to (0, q) ∈ X to obtain
the latter inequality because of (v, p) ≤ C |(f , g)| and (3.2).
On the other hand, by testing (3.5) with different (w, 0) ∈ X and using p = ρ F φ, we have that v is a solution (in the sense of distributions) of the following elasticity problem:
Therefore, it follows from the results in [9] (see, for instance, [15] ) that there
This lemma allows us to characterize the spectrum of the operator T: Theorem 3.3. The spectrum of T consists of 0 and a sequence of strictly positive finite multiplicity eigenvalues {λ k : k ∈ N} converging to 0.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2, the compactness of the inclusion 
Proof. By the definition of M, φ is solution of the compatible Neumann problem (2.20); thus
This problem can be transformed into a homogeneous Neumann problem by using the results in [8] on lifting of traces in a polyhedral domain. Then, we can apply the results in [16] to obtain the claimed result.
Now we are able to prove further regularity for the eigenfunctions of our problem, which will be used to obtain error estimates for the finite element method to be introduced in the next section:
(Ω F ) and
with t ∈ (0, 1] and s ∈ 
and
Now, let φ ∈ H 1 (Ω F ) be defined by (3.6) and (3.7). Then, by proceeding as in Lemma 3.2, we have that p = ρ F φ. Thus by applying (3.8) we obtain
Finite element discretization
Let T
F h
and T
S h
be two families of regular tetrahedral meshes of Ω F and Ω S , respectively; h denotes as usual the meshsize. The meshes do not need to coincide on their common interface Γ I , but we assume that the faces of those tetrahedra in T S h , lying on the external boundary of Ω S , are completely contained either on Γ D or on Γ N .
In order to approximate the operator M we have to compute a solution of problem (2.20 
The error estimate for this approximation is very well known: Lemma 4.1. For (f , g) ∈ V, let φ and φ h be the solutions of problems (2.20) and (4.1), respectively. Then,
where s ∈ 
The following approximation property holds:
Lemma 4.2. There exists a linear operator
I h : V −→ V h such that, if p ∈ H 1 (Ω F ) and v ∈ H 1+t (Ω S ) n for some t ∈ (0, 1], then I h (v, p) − (v, p) ≤ C h t v H 1+t (Ω S ) n + p H 1 (Ω F ) .
Proof. Let v h be the Clément interpolant of v in L h (Ω S )
n (see [7] ). Letp h be the L 2 (Ω F )-orthogonal projection of p onto the subspace Q h (Ω F ). The standard error estimates yield
Hence, by using (4.3), we have 
where b h : V × V −→ R is the bilinear form defined by
Notice that (4.6) is a nonconforming approximation of (3.3), because b has been replaced by b h . The following lemma provides an estimate for the corresponding consistency term which will be used below: 
Lemma 4.3. There exists a constant
Assume now that (f , g) is an eigenfunction of T. Then from Lemmas 4.1 and 3.5 we have
Therefore, instead of (4.7) we have in this case
A proof similar to that of Lemma 3.1 shows that b h is symmetric and its restriction to V h × V h is positive definite. Thus the operator T h : V h −→ V h turns out to be self-adjoint and positive definite with respect to a and b h . Hence all of its eigenvalues are real and positive.
The following lemma implies uniform convergence of T h to T as h goes to 0, which will allow us to use the spectral approximation theory in [1] :
with r = min{s, t}, where t ∈ (0, 1] and s ∈ 1 2 , 1 are such that (3.8) and (3.4) hold. Furthermore, if (f , g) is an eigenfunction of T, then the previous inequality holds for r = t.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the First Strang's Lemma (see, for instance, [6] ) and Lemmas 4.2, 3.2 and 4.3. In the case of (f , g) being an eigenfunction of T, r = min{2s, t} = t.
As a consequence of the lemma above, since the bilinear form b defining the norm | · | is continuous on V, then T h converge to T in norm · (actually also in | · |) and hence isolated parts of the spectrum of T are approximated by isolated parts of the spectrum of T h (see [11] ). More precisely, for any eigenvalue λ of T of finite multiplicity m, there exist exactly m eigenvalues λ
of T h (repeated according to their respective multiplicities) converging to λ as h goes to zero. Furthermore, no spurious modes can arise as is typical in some other discretizations of spectral problems in fluid-structure interaction (see, for instance, [10] ).
From now on and until the end of this section let λ be a positive fixed eigenvalue of T of finite multiplicity m and let E be its associated eigenspace. For h small enough, let λ
be the m eigenvalues of T h converging to λ and let E h be the direct sum of the corresponding eigenspaces. Thus, by applying the spectral approximation theory for compact operators as stated in [1] (Theorem 7.1) and by using Lemma 4.4, we obtain the following error estimates: Theorem 4.5. There exists a constant C > 0, independent of h, such that
where dist denotes the distance in norm · and t ∈ (0, 1] is such that estimate (3.4) holds.
Finally, regarding the eigenvalues, we are going to prove a theorem providing an improved order of convergence. For this purpose we will exploit the fact that our spectral problem is "variationally formulated" in the sense of [1] (Section 8). However the results in this reference cannot be directly applied to our case since (4.6) is a nonconforming approximation of (3.3).
Let us denote by H the Hilbert space obtained as the completion of the space V with respect to the norm | · |. Then (V, · ) is continuously and densely included in (H, | · |). Thus the operator T can be uniquely extended to H and this extension is also self-adjoint with respect to b. Similarly, T h can also be extended to H; however this extension is not self-adjoint with respect to b. Indeed, let us call T * h its adjoint with respect to this inner product; then, 
Lemma 4.4 provides a bound of (T − T h )| E , so we only need to estimate the two remaining terms in the expression above. For the first one, let (f , g), ( f , g) ∈ E and let
The first term in the r.h.s of this expression can be easily bounded by using the continuity of a and again Lemma 4.4:
whereas for the second one we use Lemma 4.3 and the uniform boundedness of
Thus, as a consequence of (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10), we obtain
On the other hand, regarding (T − T * h )| E , since V is dense in H, we have
) .
) can be handled as above. However, now (f , g) / ∈ E; so, by repeating the arguments above, we only obtain
Nevertheless, since Lemma 4.4 yields (T−T h )| E ≤ C h t , this is enough to conclude the theorem.
Computer implementation
In the previous section it was proved that the spectrum and eigenfunctions of T h converge to those of T as h goes to zero. Equivalently, the solutions of the spectral problem (2.18)-(2.19) are approximated by those of the following discrete eigenvalue problem:
Find ω h ≥ 0 and 0
In the equations above dotted variables (e.g.,φ h ,ψ h ) are used to denote classes of the quotient space W h = L h (Ω F )/R. We will use this notation throughout this section to distinguish these classes from their own members, which will be denoted by the corresponding undotted symbol (e.g., φ h , ψ h , respectively).
From the computational point of view it would be convenient to avoid imposing the constraint in the definition of V h . To this goal, consider the following discrete spectral problem, which is formally obtained by adding equation (5.2) multiplied by ω 2 h to equation (5.1), and using a member ofφ h such that (5.1) is valid for any test function in X h :
As shown below, this is a well-posed algebraic generalized eigenvalue problem with symmetric sparse matrices. Clearly it has ω 2 h = 0 as an eigenvalue with associated eigenspace {0} × {0} × L h (Ω F ). In the following lemma we show that, apart from ω 
, with φ h being the member ofφ h satisfying
Let φ h be the member ofφ h satisfying (5.4). Then, by using φ h instead ofφ h in (5.1), this equation is satisfied for (w h , q h ) = (0, 1) too, and thus it is valid for all 
Finally we will show that the discrete spectral problem (5.3) leads to a well-posed algebraic generalized eigenvalue problem with symmetric sparse matrices. Let us write it in matrix form. Let Υ, Φ, Π, Ξ, Ψ and Θ denote the vectors of nodal components of v h , φ h , p h , w h , ψ h and q h , respectively. The matrices associated with the bilinear forms in the variational formulation (5.3) are defined by
K and M are the standard stiffness and mass matrices of the solid, respectively. Similarly, D and F are the stiffness and mass matrices corresponding to the fluid.
On the other hand, C is a matrix for the interface coupling between solid displacement and fluid displacement potential, while B is a coupling matrix between the latter and the fluid pressure. Problem ( is non singular and sparse. Consequently any "shift and invert" method could be conveniently used to solve this eigenproblem.
On the other hand, since the pressure field is approximated by piecewise constant functions, matrix D is diagonal. Because of this, the degrees of freedom corresponding to the pressure can be statically condensed in the "invert" step of any "shift and invert" method, without destroying the sparseness of the matrices (see [12] for details). Therefore, the dimension of the system which should be effectively solved is equal to the number of degrees of freedom of the solid displacement plus those of the fluid potential, i.e., the same number as if the nonsymmetric displacement/potential formulation in [17] were used.
In reference [12] a convenient two-step algorithm based on this static condensation is introduced to solve the eigenvalue problem (5.5). Further implementation issues are discussed in this reference and 2D numerical experiments exhibiting the good performance of the method are also reported.
